


A scheme was prepared and issued in January 2020 to install a steel beam at roof level
supported on a series of props and bearers at each floor level down to ground floor. The beam
was designed to provide temporary support one side of the chimney while the damaged east
face was rebuilt at first floor level. The beam also served to reduce the load on the
foundations while exploratory trial holes were excavated to determine foundation and ground
conditions. A copy of drawing D1 is attached.

In August/ September 2020 the Contractor Revive & Restore Ltd. completed installation of
the temporary beam and excavation of three trial holes on the eastern side of the chimney.
Probing of the trail holes using a Mackintosh Probe revealed that the foundation beneath the
eastern side of the structure extends to at least 0.8m below ground floor level. The south
eastern corner is underlain by well compacted brick fill to a depth of 1.8m above a band of
weak silty soil approximately 0.5m thick. The north eastern corner is founded on soft clay
above a similar band of weak silty soil approximately 1m thick. The unusually deep
foundation with brick fill below suggests that the chimney was constructed over an ancient
feature such as a former pond or moat. There is evidence that the chimney suffered some
initial settlement after construction, but probably stabilized until relatively recently when
decomposition of organic matter or a change in ground water level have caused further
instability of the band of weak soil and further settlement is now taking place. From
approximately 2.4m below ground level the soil beneath the chimney is firm clay.

Additional probe testing was carried out at the western end of the chimney in December
2020. The results indicate that the clay soil beneath the western end is moderately firm to a
depth of 1m and then becomes very firm. No remedial improvement is planned for the
western end of the chimney with improvements planned for the north and south eastern
corners and at the eastern end of the link archway only.

The depth of the band of weak soil between 1.3m & 1.8m below ground floor level makes a
traditional concrete underpin of the chimney difficult and alternative methods of stabilizing
the structure are currently being explored. Two possible solutions being considered include;
soil stabilization of the weak band of soil using resin injection, or the installation of piles
around the north and south eastern corners of the chimney.

Adam Power Associates are currently in discussion with the following foundation specialist
companies in order to determine the most efficient and economical foundation improvement
solution.

1) Geologic Ltd.   – Steel screw pile specialists
2) DJE Construction Ltd.  - Traditional concrete piling specialists
3) Oxford Hydrotechnics Ltd.  – Soil stabilisation specialists.
4) Geobear Ltd.   – Soil stabilisation specialists.

Once proposals and quotations are received, these will be technically and financially
evaluated by ourselves and a recommendation made to the Client.

An external site investigation was carried out by RSA Geotechnics Ltd. in October 2020 and
a copy of the final report is attached. The results of the investigation indicate that the band of
weak soil found beneath the eastern end of the chimney appears not to extend beyond the
building footprint and the site is underlain by firm or stiff clay from a depth of approximately
1m. Subsequent to the site investigation by RSA, a sample of soil was recovered from the
weak band of material beneath the eastern end of the chimney which was sent away for




